Sur la Côte
INSPIRED BY FRENCH DESIGNS AND SOUTHERN
COMFORTS, LETA AUSTIN FOSTER TRANSFORMS
A 1930S HOME BY THE SEA.
TEXT ALICE WELSH DOYLE | PHOTOGRAPHY ERIK KVALSVIK
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Preceding pages: In the
drawing room, Farrow & Ball’s
Skylight graces the walls,
accented with Gracie handpainted wallpaper panels and
an ornate French mirror.
Above: Built-in bookcases,
panel treatments, and other
architectural details add to the
character of the 1930s home.
Left: An elegant arched
pocket door in the west
loggia stands out even more
when surrounded by handpainted trellis and shell motifs.
Facing page: Guests enter a
stunning foyer with its showstopping hand-painted ceiling
and one-of-a-kind French
antique porcelain and
tole chandelier.
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A

classic 1930s Jupiter Island house
with an ocean view, an ideal floor
plan, and lovely windows is primed
for a makeover. Palm Beach decorating doyenne Leta Austin Foster
knows just what it needs to go from
nice to knockout. Besides her list of coveted decorative painters and craftsmen and an astute architect in tow, Foster has a bonus—her clients’ fabulous
collection of French and English antiques. From
the trellis paint treatments in one of the living
spaces to the hand-painted wallpaper panels in the
dining room, this is a home that always delights
with never a dull moment. “The house was already
really wonderful from an architectural standpoint,” explains Foster. “We just added to it, taking
what was there and making it a little more beautiful.” Additions included built-in bookcases, detailed
mouldings, pocket doors, and wall panels.
Then there are the changes that have nothing
to do with structure but are all about style. Guests
entering the foyer are greeted by a bit of a
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“THE HOUSE
WAS ALREADY REALLY
WONDERFUL FROM
AN ARCHITECTURAL
STANDPOINT. WE JUST
ADDED TO IT, TAKING
WHAT WAS THERE AND
MAKING IT A LITTLE
MORE BEAUTIFUL.”
—LETA AUSTIN FOSTER
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To ensure her clients’ homes
look like no other, Leta Austin
Foster employs artisans to
create unique features like the
trellis painted wall design by
Zenon Toczek.

circus—but not the rowdy kind. Foster
commissioned master Zenon Toczek to
paint the ceiling to resemble a tent, in a
vermilion shade. “There are four sets
of doors in the foyer, so the tent pulls
your eye up in a different and more
engaging direction,” says Foster. “Plus
it lets you know you have arrived!”
Toczek also painted trellis and shell
motifs in one of the living spaces and
clouds on the ceiling in another. The eye
travels around the rooms with engagement at every turn. In the dining area,
the visual feast continues with handpainted chinoiserie Gracie wallpaper
panels. “I love using this type wallpaper. Sometimes when you have it all
over, the room can feel too closed in.
We wanted this home to feel light and
airy at everywhere,” says Foster.
For the color palette, Foster drew
inspiration from the ocean outside—
and from her client. “She is a petite
blond with blue eyes who wears a lot of
pink and loves blue and red as well. She
looks wonderful in these rooms,” says
the designer. “Also, we are in Florida,
and it gets hot, so blue in rooms gives
the impression of coolness.” Most of
the fabrics—checks, damasks, and
florals—bring a liveliness without overwhelming the beautiful blues.
Special furniture and decorative
details created exclusively for the
home also influence the distinctive
French attitude of the décor. “I think
it is part of a decorator’s job to offer a
closetful of great artisans to her
clients to help them get exactly what
they are dreaming about,” says Foster. “We also often save money with
custom pieces rather than antiques.
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Above: The chandelier of wood and gesso imbedded
with shell and coral details crafted by Thomas Messel
gives a nod to the ocean setting. Left: A Thomas Messel–
designed chinoiserie black lacquered chest, which Foster
commissioned, is the perfect piece to display her clients’
collection of English porcelain. Facing page: In the dining
room, a traditional wooden table is paired with chairs
painted in cream; another porcelain-and-tole chandelier
and a French mirror add touches of glamour.

The homeowner was interested in a $40,000
painted chest that was at auction. Instead, I had
Toczek paint a good-quality secondhand one, and
the result is stunning for much less.” A pair of
beautiful custom-made black lacquered cabinets
displays collections of porcelain, while a chandelier
made of wood with gesso and imbedded with coral
and shells dazzles in a living room. Foster also
engaged a New York embroidery firm to add
unique detailing to window treatments and bedding. Foster—not a fan of fads—promises these
rooms will stand the test of time. “In decorating,
we went from all beige-and-white rooms to
extremes of color,” she says. “I believe in the triedand-true. You can move things around and add to if
you feel the need for change. And always buy pieces
that you love, not because something is in vogue.”
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This page: Instead of
purchasing an expensive
antique chest, Foster had a
good-quality secondhand
piece painted for a fraction of
the price. Clockwise facing
page: The interiors mirror the
beautiful ocean views, with
blues and accents of pale
green used throughout the
rooms. An awning was
added to provide muchneeded shade in the outdoor
spaces. The window-treatment
embroidery along the valance
and leading edge gives an
added detail that makes the
rooms visually captivating.
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The master bedroom’s atmosphere is quiet with blues,
whites, and touches of pattern. Sheer dotted-swiss
panels surround the bed. When Foster discovered
the unique attached bedside tables with mirrors, she
knew they were special. “You have to be looking all
the time,” she advises. The bed linens and window
treatments are embroidered by New York firm Penn
& Fletcher for that added special touch.
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